Canonical behavior of strong interactions at short distances causes an anomaly in the trace identity involving two electromagnetic currents and the energy-momentum tensor. The anomaly is connected with the high energy behavior of e+e--y -hadrons and the E (700) n/ coupling constant. (1)
The ideas of broken scale invariancelp2 have been applied in three areas of high energy physics. Operator product expansions at short distances and near the light cone have been developed2 as a phenomenological theory of deep inelastic weak and electromagnetic inte rat tions . Scalar meson dominance of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor, 3, 4, 5, 6 referred to as Partially Conserved Dilatation Current (PCDC)3 or Partially Zero (0) Trace (POT),4 has been used to study couplings of the ~(700) meson. Finally, anomalies 738 in current algebra calculations, such as the low energy theorem for no+ yy, have been understood 9 in terms of the canonical singularity structure of multiple products of hadronic currents at short distances.
Here we discuss a result which forges an amusing link between these three applications of scale invariance. We show that if the time-ordered product
Wpv and Jti are respectively the energy momentum tensor and electromagnetic current of the hadrons) has the canonical E -10 singularity whenx-y-E-0, then there is an anomaly in the trace identity relating A ,,@)= Id4xd4yeiP' (x-y) <T* 0,h(O~~(x)J,(y)>~ to the current propagator
In the trace identity, this canonical anomaly is directly responsible for giving e+e--y -hadrons its expected 10 -1 s high energy behavior. It is also directly responsible (using POT4 or PCDC3) for a nonvanishing but small E yy coupling.
If the assumptions of canonical short distance behavior and scalar meson I dominance of 6P P are both correct, then we do not expect to see a significant E signal in yy -7r7r. This is in contrast to analyses based on finite energy sum rules, 11 according to which there should be a prominent E signal.
Wilson' has observed that the anomaly responsible for the 7r" --) yy decay for E -x-y-0, then these partial integrations include surface terms which give rise to the anomaly and are determined by the leading singularity of C pvh@'Y). In analyzing deep inelastic scattering, a model for light cone and short distance singularities derived from basic spin $ fields has proved successful. 2,13 One may also apply this model to calculate the rate for 7r" -yy: the configuration space calculation must then agree with the lowest order perturbation theory calculation performed in momentum space. 7 According to Adler and Bardeen, 8 the result is unaffected by higher order strong and electromagnetic effects, which is not true of the singularities relevant for deep inelastic processes. This is a clue that the 7r" -y y anomaly may be an especially reliable probe of the basic field (or parton) structure of hadrons. The 0 7r -yy rate is larger by a factor of about 9 than that calculated using standard fractionally charged quarks. The rate agrees with that calculated from a model with three triplets of fractionally charged quarks, or one triplet of integrally charged quarks. Since deep inelastic data seem to favor fractional charges, 13 the three triplet model seems to be preferred. In this model, the sum of the square of the charges of the fundamental spin i fields is 2.
I
Are there other anomalies besides those related to 7r" -yy ? We have investigated the trace identity which relates A ~ v (1) to nP v (2)) and is naively A,JP) = (2 -P* $) n,,cp).
This Ward identity has an anomaly if 
We calculate the anomaly using the constituent model for hadronic short distance behavior discussed earlier.
It suffices to caIculate A (2) and IIt2) PV ' the two and IJV three point functions given by lowest order perturbation theory (C. , Figs. 1 and 2), since by assumption A (2) PV and 11(2) PV have the same short distance behavior as the corresponding hadronic amplitudes, A and Il PV W' By explicit calculation then, t,tt Accordingly we assume they are absent.
The canonical anomaly (5) has intriguing applications both at low and high energies.
The naive trace identity (3) has been used to show that if the E (700) meson dominates e c1 P at low momenta, then g -5 YY defined by 2 g zz-EYY $g EYY% FpvFpv should vanish, a The anomaly (5) means that the coupling does not vanish:
where FF is defined by (6) Essentially the same result (with R = 1) was obtained in 1851 by Schwinger, 18 who evaluated the fermion loop for an eyy coupling, As we have already remarked, the estimate (6) is much smaller' ' ' than that obtained by other methods, and suggests that in the two photon process ee -eeTr7T the E (700)
signal will be at least 1 i orders of magnitude smaller than the Born term background.
Also interesting are the high energy manifestations of the anomaly, Eq. (5).
Because tI ' v is a soft operator (or, in perturbation theory, by Weinberg's theorem"), the left hand side of Eq. (5) 
Indeed, anomalies of the form of (5) We have shown that a canonical short-distance anomaly is connected with both the e+e-annihilation cross section at high energies and the low energy theorem for E -y y . A presentation of the details of this work, together with a discussion of other trace identities involving currents and other questions is in preparation.
FOOTNOTES
-f As in the case of the ?r" -2 y anomaly, it is not possible to restore the trace identity by adding subtraction polynomials to either A (2) or IIt2) PV PV'
tt After this work was completed, we received a preprint by Crewther14 which contains an elegant configuration space analysis of the r" -YY anomaly and sketches a derivation of the trace anomaly (5).
ttt Using me zz 700 MeV and FE = 150 MeV, we obtain r(e--f 2y) ~0.2 R2 keV.
tj-tt In field algebra models, where the spatial components of the currents have dimension 1, the short-distance argument yields no anomaly. This reflects the fact that the absorptive part of the propagator is trivial at the canonical level, being cc 6 (p2 -m2), so that the dispersive part is not 2 -1 a(P) log p2. Lowest order contribution to current propagator.
.
